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Abstract: For organisms with complex life cycles, conditions experienced during early life stages may constrain later growth and survival. Conversely, compensatory mechanisms may attenuate negative effects from early life stages. We used the spotted salamander, Ambystoma maculatum, to test how aquatic larval density and terrestrial moisture influence juvenile growth, food intake, evaporative water loss and water reuptake rates, and corticosterone levels. We conducted an outdoor mesocosm experiment to manipulate larval density and transferred metamorphosed salamanders into low and high terrestrial moisture treatments in laboratory terrariums. After the larval stage, high-density salamanders were significantly smaller and had higher corticosterone release rates than those from low-density treatments. Salamanders in the low terrestrial moisture treatment consumed fewer roaches, had lower mass-specific growth rates, higher water reuptake, and higher corticosterone release rates than salamanders in high terrestrial moisture treatments. Across moisture treatments, smaller salamanders had higher mass-specific growth rates than larger salamanders. Our results suggest that salamanders can partially compensate for competition in the larval aquatic habitat with increased growth as juveniles, but this response is dependent on terrestrial habitat quality. Thus, the persistence of early life stage effects can be an important, yet context-dependent, component of amphibian life cycles.
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1. Introduction

Organisms with complex life cycles pass through ecologically distinct stages during ontogeny and often relocate to new habitats during life history switch points [1]. Early ecological theory predicted that life history switch points allow modularity and independence across life stages by fundamentally remodeling organisms [1,2]. However, there is overwhelming evidence that life stages are interdependent and that variation in environmental quality experienced early in life can have a lasting impact on future performance of organisms [3–6]. These cross-life stage effects on phenotypes of later life stages are a type of developmental plasticity [7].

While numerous studies have documented cross-life stage effects across taxa, fewer have addressed how these effects may interact with conditions experienced in later life stages [5,8]. The impacts of early life stages on subsequent vital rates may be dependent on the quality of
subsequent environments [9]. Environmental conditions in later life stages may erase or exacerbate cross-life stage effects on developmental traits through subsequent compensatory growth or differential allocation [10–12]. However, consequences from early life history may constrain an organism’s ability to exhibit such compensatory mechanisms. Organisms that experience low quality environments or stressors early in life can be more susceptible to subsequent variation in environmental quality [13,14]. Quantifying how conditions in early and later life stages interact to shape organismal traits is critical for understanding the importance of cross-life stage effects in diverse environmental contexts.

Amphibians are ideal model organisms for studying cross-life stage effects, as they are highly sensitive to environmental change and their growth and development rates are flexible, allowing them to respond to both abiotic and biotic stressors in their environments [7,15–17]. One of the most well-studied environmental factors for larval amphibians is intraspecific competition [18–20]. Size is dependent on density in most species of amphibians and is hypothesized to be positively related to survival because smaller metamorphs may have reduced locomotive performance, reduced fat bodies, and be more susceptible to desiccation [21–24].

Smaller body size may be particularly disadvantageous in dry terrestrial conditions as the risk of desiccation is higher. This is especially true for terrestrial salamanders because they have an elongated body resulting in a higher surface area ratio and can desiccate quickly [25]. Studies show that activity levels and feeding success are higher in moist environments and after rainfall events and decrease during dry periods [26,27]; however, these studies do not account for differences in prey type or abundance in moist and dry environments. Additionally, a large body of literature suggests that reduced survival and growth of multiple amphibian species in clear-cut forests is driven by low moisture levels, particularly when suitable refugia are missing [28,29], as clear-cutting influences the number of suitable refugia and prey items available. In low moisture environments, salamanders may spend more time in refugia to avoid desiccation, thus reducing feeding, especially for small individuals which may desiccate more quickly [25]. One hypothesis is that reduced moisture levels force animals to stay in their burrows and drain their fat reserves, diminishing energy available for growth. If small salamanders desiccate more quickly and are forced to forgo feeding during dry conditions, they may be more adversely affected by reduced soil moisture than larger individuals. Thus, the ability to cope with terrestrial moisture stress may be dependent on early life history conditions, specifically those which reduce initial size at metamorphosis.

Measuring the physiological mechanisms underlining growth and behavioral responses to environmental conditions is crucial for understanding organismal responses to stressors. The hypothalamus–pituitary–interrenal (HPI) axis [30] (homolog of the hypothalamus–pituitary–adrenal axis) responds to environmental stressors by releasing glucocorticoids that can aid in adaptive behavioral responses to environmental change [31,32]. Elevation of glucocorticoids early in life can alter the development of the HPI axis [33,34]. Corticosterone (CORT), the main glucocorticoid in amphibians, helps maintain homeostasis and facilitates adaptive responses to short- and long-term environmental stress [31]. Under chronic stress, elevated CORT can reduce mass and lipid stores, resulting in direct fitness consequences [35]. CORT varies in response to environmental challenges such as competition (density [36]), temperature variation [37,38], food availability [39,40], predation pressure [41,42], social environment [43,44], and anthropogenic disturbances [45,46]. Despite its importance to a wide variety of taxa, and the potential for climate change to substantially alter global patterns of precipitation [47,48], the effects of terrestrial moisture availability on CORT has been less studied [49].

Our objectives were to test how the effects of stress in the larval environment (higher conspecific density) would influence the response to terrestrial environmental stress (reduced terrestrial moisture). We used the spotted salamander, *Ambystoma maculatum*, a species that utilizes terrestrial burrows during the juvenile phase. Specifically, we tested how larval density and juvenile terrestrial moisture influence growth, food consumption, evaporative water loss and rehydration rates, and CORT five months after metamorphosis (Figure 1). Glennemeier and Denver [36] found that plasma CORT
increased when *Rana pipiens* tadpoles were reared at higher densities or reduced food. We hypothesized that early life experience would affect CORT release rates and growth in later life stages, with smaller salamanders from high larval density treatments being more adversely affected by dry conditions because of their higher rates of water loss and initially higher CORT release rates. Across density treatments, we predicted that low moisture levels would be associated with increased CORT release rates and reduced growth rates [35]. Our study examines the cross-life stage effects of environmental stress on behavioral and physiological responses in an iconic salamander.

Figure 1. Experimental design illustrating the treatments applied in the aquatic and terrestrial portions of the *A. maculatum* life cycle and the dependent variables measured at two time points in the experiment.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study System

Our study species, the spotted salamander (*A. maculatum*, Family: Ambystomatidae), is found throughout the East Coast of the United States and is locally abundant at our study site. This well-studied species serves as an important indicator of forest and wetland health throughout its range. Females can deposit multiple egg masses on submerged stems in clumps during the spring, which hatch in 40–60 days [50–53]. Aquatic larvae develop in vernal pools and wetlands for two to five months and emerge from their aquatic habitat after metamorphosis [17]. As terrestrial juveniles and adults, salamanders are fossorial for the majority of the year and utilize subterranean burrows, except when feeding on the surface or during breeding migrations [54,55].
2.2. Larval Density Manipulation

The larval density manipulation portion of this study was conducted at Virginia Commonwealth University (VCU) Rice Rivers Center in Charles City County, Virginia (77°12'30.5" W, 37°19'56.3" N). Between March 2016 and July 2016, we conducted an outdoor mesocosm experiment where we manipulated larval density (Figure 1). We created semi-natural mesocosms on 30 March 2016 by filling 1136 L Rubbermaid tanks (1.7 m diameter, 0.64 m depth) with water from the James River and inoculating them with 2 L of concentrated zooplankton from nearby vernal pools and 2 kg of dry, local leaf litter [56]. The inoculation water was thoroughly mixed before being added to the aquatic tanks. We arranged the mesocosms in three rows of seven at a forest edge and covered them with black insect screen mesh to prevent predatory insects from entering the mesocosms. We collected ten egg masses from vernal pools in the VCU Rice Rivers Center on 23 March 2016. We kept egg masses in 10 L buckets with vernal pool water until hatching, after which we haphazardly mixed larvae from all egg masses together to minimize egg mass effects. We haphazardly added larvae to tanks on 27 April 2016. Animal handling procedures were reviewed and approved by the VCU Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (protocol number AD10000450, approved 03/2016).

We reared larvae in two experimental densities: low density (6 larvae per tank, 0.006 larvae/L) and high density (18 larvae per tank, 0.018 larvae/L). We simulated low- and high-density treatments based on field estimates of densities reported in the literature (0.012 larvae/L [57], 0.012–0.036 larvae/L [56]) and the range of what larvae would experience in natural field settings (0.002–0.08 larvae/L [58]). High-density treatments were replicated 10 times and low-density treatments were replicated 20 times for a total of 420 larvae distributed across 30 tanks. Density treatments and larvae were randomly assigned to aquatic tanks.

We monitored aquatic tanks weekly and added 1 L of concentrated zooplankton (3 L of vernal pool water poured through a 80-µm plankton net for each liter of water) to the tanks every other week [56]. For the purpose of this experiment, both low- and high-density aquatic tanks received the same amount of food, since we were interested in the multiple consequences of density such as changes in food abundance and interference competition. Once we observed salamanders with receding gills, we checked tanks daily. We collected larvae every other day and transported them in 1.89 L plastic containers with a wet paper towel to the animal facility at the University of Richmond. We weighed (±0.001 g) and photographed salamanders and recorded larval duration (date entered tank – date of metamorphosis). Salamanders from both experiments were measured digitally from snout to the tip of the tail (total length) using ImageJ [59].

A subset of metamorphosed salamanders (N = 64), 32 from each larval density treatment, were randomly selected for the terrestrial portion of the experiment (Figure 1). For this subset of 64 salamanders, we collected water-borne hormones for CORT analysis on 25 July 2016. We placed each salamander individually in 40 mL of reverse osmosis (RO) water in a petri dish (100 × 15 mm) for 1 h (following [60]). We wore gloves throughout this collection procedure and petri dishes were cleaned with 95% ethanol and rinsed with RO water before use. All sampling events were scheduled between 9:00 and 13:00 h to avoid circadian fluctuations of CORT [61]. After 1 h, we lifted the salamander out of the water sample and returned it to its temporary container. We poured the water sample from each petri dish into a labelled Falcon 50 mL tube, and immediately stored all samples in a −20 °C freezer [62]. We define this measurement of CORT as “Initial CORT”.

2.3. Soil Moisture Manipulation

The juvenile portion of this study took place at the University of Richmond. For this portion of the experiment, animal handling procedures were reviewed and approved by the University of Richmond’s Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (protocol number 16-05-001, approved 05/2016). Salamanders were held in an ambient temperature laboratory. Metamorphs were held in 1.89 L temporary containers with a wet paper towel and fed three Dubia roaches (Blaptica dubia) once a week until the beginning of the experiment. Temporary containers were cleaned three times per
week. This interim period took place until we had a sufficient number of metamorphs from both larval density treatments to begin the experiment (duration for low density = 43.9 days ± 6.0, high density = 39.5 days ± 8.4, x ± SD). All metamorphs were fed at least once before entering the next experimental stage.

Experimental terrariums consisted of 5.68 L rectangular Sterilite® clear boxes (35.9 cm × 20 cm × 12.4 cm) with a 26 cm × 10 cm top cut out and covered with black insect screen mesh for air flow. We dried organic top soil (Black Kow®, pH = 7) for 48 h at 100 °C and 2.3 kg of dried dirt (~5.7 cm deep) was added to each box. On one end of the box we created a tubular burrow (7.62 cm long) made of black insect screen mesh (7.6 × 2.3 cm mesh). Terrariums also contained a plastic feeding dish (44 mL) in which we added Dubia roaches as prey [typical individual roach mass = 0.02788 g ± 0.008 (x ± SE, N = 20)]. Dubia roaches were raised in the laboratory and fed JK’s Dubia Diet.

To determine the effects of larval density and terrestrial moisture on salamander growth, we conducted a 2 × 2 factorial experiment where we assigned high- and low-density salamanders to two terrestrial moisture levels replicated 16 times for total of 64 terrariums. Salamanders were randomly assigned to treatments. The experiment took place for a total of 16 weeks (113 days) from 9 August to 30 November 2016. All salamanders began with 100 mL of water added to boxes to allow them to acclimate to terrariums. Moisture manipulation began on 12 August 2016. Water was added every three days (40 mL for low moisture treatments and 100 mL for high moisture treatments) throughout the terrarium but concentrated on the burrow. In the high moisture treatment, 100 mL allowed the soil to be saturated without standing water. In the low moisture treatments, 40 mL reduced the available moisture by more than half without creating a lethal environment. Salamanders were fed weekly (three Dubia roaches until 10 October, and six roaches after 10 October). Roaches were placed in the plastic feeding dish and could not escape. Because the small feeding dish was placed at the opposite side of the burrow, salamanders had to leave the burrow to feed. We recorded the number of uneaten roaches weekly. Volumetric water content (VWC) (the ratio of volume of water in a given volume of soil to the total soil volume) was measured weekly using TDR 100 FieldScout® Soil Moisture Meter. Laboratory conditions were a 12:12–h photoperiod. Six additional terrariums were created and randomly assigned to shelves (three additional terrariums per treatment) and did not receive a salamander. We randomly assigned six Onset® HOBO® U23-001 Pro v2 data loggers across the two moisture treatments (three loggers per treatment) to monitor temperature and relative humidity in these additional terrariums.

We measured water-borne hormones again at the end of the 16-week terrestrial moisture manipulation (but before the dehydration and rehydration trials). We repeated the procedure used to measure Initial CORT (described above). During this procedure, salamanders were emerged in 60 mL of RO water instead of 40 mL due to their larger size. We define this measurement as “Final CORT”.

2.4. Dehydration and Rehydration Trials

To test how larval density and terrestrial moisture influenced salamander rates of water loss and water gain, we conducted dehydration and rehydration trials at the end of the terrestrial moisture experiment. Trials were performed in temperature-controlled environmental chambers (Percival® model I22 VL) with the lights off. We recorded temperature and relative humidity in the chambers using Onset® HOBO® U23-001 Pro v2 data loggers. Before starting the experiment, we hydrated salamanders for 2 h by placing them inside individual petri dishes (100 × 15 mm) with 2 cm of RO water. Salamanders were patted dry with paper towels, and their hydrated mass was recorded (±0.001 g). Salamanders were placed in another individual petri dish (100 × 15 mm) and added to the chamber in four blocks (16 salamanders per trial, four salamanders per treatment) spread over two shelves within the chamber. To allow salamanders to desiccate, we did not place a lid on the petri dishes. No salamanders escaped during the experiment. Salamanders were removed from the chamber after 40 min and reweighed. Rehydration trials began immediately after dehydration mass
was recorded. For rehydration trials, we placed salamanders in a petri dish filled with 2 cm of RO water and placed them in another chamber. After 25 min, the salamanders were removed, blotted dried, and reweighed [63].

2.5. Water-Borne Hormone Methods

We extracted hormones from water and dried samples following Gabor et al. [60]. We re-suspended the hormone residue with 95% EIA buffer and 5% ethanol for a total of 230 µL. We measured CORT in duplicate for all samples using a CORT enzyme-immuno assay (EIA) kit (Cayman Chemical Company, Inc., Cat. No. 501320, Ann Arbor, MI, USA) on a spectrophotometer plate reader (Biotek® ELx800™) set to 405 nm. This assay is 100% cross-reactive with CORT, 15.8% cross-reactive with 11-deoxycorticosterone and 3.4% with prednisolone. We validated the use of the CORT EIA kits for water-borne hormones for *A. maculatum*. Hormones were extracted from 9 non-experimental animals following [60]. We re-suspended the dried hormone residue in a total of 230 µL of EIA and ethanol to create the pool sample. Using the pooled sample, we assessed parallelism of the serial dilution curve for five dilution samples (1:1–1:16). The CORT dilution curve was not significantly different from the standard curve (comparison of slopes, $t_9 = -0.90, p = 0.39$). We also spiked the pool sample with each of eight standards to determine the quantitative recovery. The minimum observed recovery was 75%. We found a linear relationship between observed and expected slopes ($slope = 1.1; F_{1,5} = 312.13, r^2 = 0.99, p < 0.0001$). The sensitivity of the CORT EIA plates ranged from 7.32 to 19.95 pg/mL and all samples were above the sensitivity range of the reader. We ran five EIA plates with four replicates of a pool control sample on each plate. Intra-plate variation of the pool sample varied from 0.99 to 3.6% and the interplate variation was 14.91%.

2.6. Statistical Analyses

Statistical analyses were conducted in R version 3.3.1 [64] using the nlme package [65]. Analyses on survival to metamorphosis, time to metamorphosis, and mass at metamorphosis were conducted on tank means. Survival to metamorphosis and juvenile recruitment (number of emerging salamanders) were analyzed using a general linear model with a binomial distribution. We tested whether log-transformed Initial CORT adjusted for mass (pg/g/h) was influenced by the aquatic larval density manipulation, time to metamorphosis, and days between metamorphosis and the date of the corticosterone trial using a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and linear models.

Because we had multiple soil moisture measurements per terrarium, VWC was analyzed using a repeated-measures mixed linear model with moisture treatment and density treatment as factors and individual terrarium as a random factor. We tested whether days held in temporary containers influenced our response variables using generalized linear models. Mean temperature and relative humidity were analyzed using one-way ANOVAs. We calculated mass-specific growth rate \( \frac{\ln \text{mass}_{\text{week}16} - \ln \text{mass}_{\text{week}1}}{113 \text{ days}} \) and length-specific growth rate \( \frac{\ln \text{total length}_{\text{week}16} - \ln \text{total length}_{\text{week}1}}{113 \text{ days}} \). Percent roaches consumed was calculated as number of roaches eaten/total roaches. Number of roaches consumed was analyzed using a general linear model with a binomial distribution with initial mass, moisture treatment, and density treatment as explanatory variables. We also tested how growth rates (mass- and length-specific) and number of roaches eaten were related using linear regressions. We analyzed whether larval density, terrestrial moisture and their interaction influenced mass- and length-specific growth rates using a two-way ANOVA. We then reran the analysis with size at metamorphosis as a covariate and larval density and terrestrial moisture as factors and all possible interactions.

We analyzed whether larval density, terrestrial moisture and their interaction influenced log-transformed Final CORT release rates adjusted for mass (pg/g/h) using a two-way ANOVA. Because we measured CORT two times per salamander, log-transformed CORT release rates were also analyzed using a repeated-measures mixed linear model with moisture treatment and density treatment as factors and individual and sampling event (initial, final) as random factors.
Dehydration and rehydration rates were estimated using the equation: Evaporative water loss = (M_1 - M_2)/(RSA \times (T_2 - T_1)) where M_1, M_2, T_1, T_2 represent fully hydrated mass (g), final body mass, and stop and end time [67]. RSA represents the respiratory surface area (cm^2) and was estimated for A. maculatum as RSA = 8.34(M)^{0.684} [68]. We also estimated the rehydration rate using the same equation but where M_1 represented desiccated mass and M_2 rehydrated mass. We analyzed dehydration and rehydration rates using a two-way analysis of covariance with moisture treatment, density treatment and initial mass as factors and block as a random factor. Statistical significance was assessed at α = 0.05.

3. Results

3.1. Larval Density Manipulation

A total of 96 metamorphs emerged from our aquatic tanks: 42 high-density salamanders and 54 low-density salamanders. Three low-density tanks did not produce any salamanders and were excluded from analyses. Mean survival to metamorphosis was two times higher in low-density treatments (low density: 52.9% ± 4.8, high density: 23.3% ± 4.3 (x ± SE), χ² = 25.08, p < 0.0001). Juvenile recruitment (number of emerging salamanders) did not differ between larval treatments (χ² = 1.82, p = 0.18) with 3.2 ± 0.29 salamanders emerging from low (six salamanders per tank)-density tanks and 4.2 ± 0.77 (x ± SE) salamanders emerging from high (18 salamanders per tank)-density tanks.

Larval density treatment did not influence time to metamorphosis (low density = 89.5 days ± 1.29, high density = 93.2 days ± 1.09 (x ± SE), F_1,25 = 3.83, p = 0.06). Salamanders from the low-density treatment were on average 30% heavier at metamorphosis than salamanders from high-density treatments (low density = 1.48 g ± 0.06, high density = 1.12 g ± 0.03 (x ± SE), F_1,25 = 9.16, p = 0.006). For the subset of salamanders (N = 64, 32 from each larval density treatment) randomly selected for the terrestrial experiment, we measured CORT release rates (Initial CORT) and total length. Similar to the patterns observed across all emerging salamanders, the randomly selected subset of salamanders from low-density tanks were on average 31% heavier than high-density salamanders (F_1,62 = 24.8, p < 0.0001). Low-density salamanders had on average 9% (0.575 cm) longer total length (F_1,62 = 17.4, p < 0.0001) than high-density salamanders.

We excluded one salamander from Initial CORT measurement because we were unable to extract enough CORT from the sample. Neither time to metamorphosis or days between metamorphosis and the date of the CORT trial influenced Initial CORT release rates and these variables were excluded from subsequent analyses. From the subset of salamanders selected for the terrestrial experiment, we found that high-density salamanders had 28.6% higher Initial CORT release rates (F_1,61 = 7.62, p = 0.0076, Figure 2). Mass after the larval portion of the experiment and Initial CORT release rates were significantly negatively correlated (slope = −0.88 ± 0.15 (SE), t-value = −5.70, F_1,61 = 32.4, p < 0.0001).

3.2. Moisture, Relative Humidity and Temperature in Terrariums

We successfully manipulated moisture levels in the terrariums. Across the whole experiment, on average, high moisture replicates had 56.2% ± 4.63 (SD) VWC (range: 49.2–63.03) and low moisture replicates had 26.5% ± 6.87 (SD) VWC. On average, VWC was 19.7% ± 1.58 (SE) (range: 14.4–41.4) lower in the low moisture treatment (t-value = −20.4, p < 0.001). Due to air flow and background humidity in the room, soil moisture inadvertently decreased by 0.37% ± 0.06 (SE) per week in high moisture treatment (t-value = 6.09, p < 0.0001) and by 1.45% ± 0.09 (SE) per week in low moisture treatment (t-value = −16.9, p < 0.0001). Relative humidity was high throughout the experiment (mean = 94.8% ± 2.6 (SD)) and did not differ between moisture treatment (F_1,4 = 0.25, p = 0.64). Mean temperature during the experiment was 21.06 °C ± 0.25 (SD) and did not differ between treatments (F_1,4 = 0.08, p = 0.79).
Figure 2. Mean Ln corticosterone (CORT) release rates at two time points ± SE. Triangles (▲) represent low larval density treatments and circles (●) represent high larval density treatments. Low terrestrial moisture (— brown, solid line) and high terrestrial moisture (— dashed, blue line) treatments were applied after the measurement of Initial CORT.

3.3. Juvenile Survival and Growth in Terrariums

Low-density salamanders were held in temporary containers after metamorphosis for an average of 4 days (11.1%) longer than high-density salamanders. Days held in the temporary containers did not influence our response variables and was excluded from analyses.

One salamander died before the end of the experiment (from the high-density, low moisture treatment). Two additional salamanders survived to the end of the experiment but did not exhibit a righting response and were not included in the dehydration and rehydration trials.

Terrestrial moisture influenced mass-specific growth rate over 16 weeks (F\(_{1,7} = 11.2, p = 0.0015\), Figure 3), but larval density (F\(_{1,57} = 1.65, p = 0.20\)) and the interaction between moisture and density treatment (F\(_{1,57} = 0.71, p = 0.40\)) had no effect. When initial mass at metamorphosis was incorporated, mass-specific growth rates were dependent on moisture treatment (F\(_{1,56} = 11.7, p = 0.001\)) and initial mass (F\(_{1,56} = 4.51, p = 0.04\), Figure 4). High moisture salamanders across both larval density treatments gained mass twice as fast as salamanders from low moisture treatments (Figure 3), a one-unit increase in ln initial mass resulted in a 0.0035 ± 0.0016 decrease in mass-specific growth rate (t-value = −2.277, p = 0.027, Figure 4). Total length-specific growth rate was not influenced by density treatment (F\(_{1,57} = 3.0, p = 0.10\)), moisture treatment (F\(_{1,57} = 2.5, p = 0.12\)), or their interaction (F\(_{1,57} = 1.32, p = 0.26\)). When we included initial length, length-specific growth rates over 16 weeks were only dependent on initial total length (F\(_{1,56} = 10.1, p = 0.002\)). A one-unit increase in ln total length resulted in a 0.003 ± 0.009 decrease in length-specific growth rate (t-value = −3.185, p = 0.002, Figure S1).
Figure 3. Mean mass-specific growth rates across low and high terrestrial moisture treatments and low larval density (grey bars) and high larval density treatments (red bars) + SE. Letters over bars represent significant differences between moisture treatments at $p = 0.05$.

Figure 4. Mean mass-specific growth rate as a function of ln of mass at metamorphosis in low moisture (— solid, brown line •) and high moisture (— dashed, blue line ▲) treatments.
Terrestrial moisture treatment influenced the percentage of roaches eaten ($\chi^2 = 246.0, p < 0.0001$), but density treatment ($\chi^2 = 0.08, p = 0.78$) and the interaction between moisture and density had no effect ($\chi^2 = 1.1, p = 0.30$, Figure 5). When initial body mass was incorporated as a covariate, salamanders from high moisture treatments consumed a greater percentage of roaches ($\chi^2 = 220.0, p < 0.0001$), and there was also a moisture treatment by initial mass interaction ($\chi^2 = 18.2, p < 0.0001$), a density treatment by initial mass interaction ($\chi^2 = 5.8, p < 0.02$), and a three-way interaction of moisture, density and initial size ($\chi^2 = 36.6, p < 0.0001$). The total number of roaches eaten was a positive predictor of mass-specific growth rate ($R^2 = 0.80, F_{1,60} = 244.1, p < 0.0001$) and length-specific growth rate ($R^2 = 0.35, F_{1,60} = 31.1, p < 0.0001$).

**Figure 5.** Mean percent roaches eaten across low and high terrestrial moisture treatments and high larval density (grey bars) and high larval density (red bars) + SE. Letters over bars represent significant differences between moisture treatments at $p = 0.05$.

### 3.4. Corticostrone Release Rate

We excluded two outliers from our analysis of Final CORT release rates as defined by Hoaglin and Welsch [69] and Fox [70]. Salamanders in low moisture treatments had 78% higher Final CORT release rates ($F_{1,56} = 2.80, p = 0.008$), and there was no effect of larval density ($F_{1,56} = 0.76, p = 0.39$) or the interaction of moisture treatment and density treatment ($F_{1,56} = 0.36, p = 0.55$, Figure 2). Using a repeated-measures analysis, CORT release rates over time (Initial CORT, Final CORT) were similarly related to larval density treatment ($\chi^2 = 5.88, p = 0.015$) and moisture treatment ($\chi^2 = 8.63, p = 0.003$) but there was no interaction between them ($\chi^2 = 0.16, p = 0.69$).

### 3.5. Dehydration and Rehydration Trials

Mean temperature in the blocks during the evaporative water loss experiment ranged from 20.13 to 20.23 °C and mean relative humidity ranged from 26.38 to 34.44%. The blocking variable did not improve the fit and was not retained. Our estimate of evaporative water loss was not influenced by mass, moisture treatment, or density treatment (Table S1, Figure 6A). Mean temperature in the
blocks during the rehydration experiment ranged from 19.88 to 19.98 °C and mean relative humidity ranged from 48.64 to 52.56%. The blocking variable did not improve the fit and was not retained. For rehydration rates, two salamanders were excluded because they were statistical outliers as defined by [69,70]. On average, salamanders from low moisture treatments had 30.3% higher rehydration rate than salamanders from high moisture treatments. Salamanders that experienced higher evaporative water loss regained a greater percentage of mass (slope = 0.50 ± 0.18 (SE), t-value = 2.85, p = 0.006, Table S2, Figure 6B).

**Figure 6.** (A) Evaporative water loss (g cm\(^{-2}\) h\(^{-1}\)) across low and high terrestrial moisture treatments and low larval density (grey bars) and high larval density (red bars) + SE and (B) Rehydration rate (g cm\(^{-2}\) h\(^{-1}\)) across low and high terrestrial moisture treatments and low larval density (grey bars) and high larval density (red bars) + SE. Letters over bars represent significant differences between moisture treatments at \(p = 0.05\).

**4. Discussion**

As predicted, we found that larvae reared in low-density treatments emerged at larger metamorphic sizes than those reared at high density. Moreover, salamanders from the low-density treatments also had lower CORT release rates. High terrestrial moisture resulted in greater juvenile growth and lower CORT in salamanders from both aquatic density treatments. Our results suggest that low moisture may limit terrestrial growth in the spotted salamander primarily by reducing food intake. Although we did not find that larval density treatment influenced juvenile growth, size at metamorphosis was negatively correlated with terrestrial growth. This suggests that smaller salamanders exhibited compensatory growth, allowing them to gain more mass for their size across terrestrial environments.

In amphibians, larger body size is positively related to survival and reproductive output [71,72]. Suboptimal conditions early in life that influence body size can potentially influence lifetime fitness if these size differences persist. In our experiment, we found that high conspecific density resulted in smaller size at metamorphosis, consistent with previous studies across amphibians and this
species [56,73]. Five months after metamorphosis, smaller individuals had gained a greater percentage of their body mass, allowing them to partly make up for their size disadvantage. Such compensatory growth has been demonstrated in other species, and suggests that under certain conditions, effects of early environments may be partially mitigated [74,75].

We found that Initial CORT release rates were greater in salamanders emerging from high-density treatments. Our finding that smaller salamanders had higher CORT release rates is congruent with other studies that have found that salamanders with higher plasma CORT had smaller body mass and increased metabolic rate (reviewed in [76]). Additionally, mass-specific growth across all moisture treatments was influenced by initial mass at metamorphosis. Because of the strong negative correlation between Initial CORT release rates and mass at metamorphosis, this suggests that small salamanders (with higher CORT release rates) grew more. Additionally, salamanders in low terrestrial moisture had higher Final CORT and a greater increase in CORT from the initial sample (Figure 2). This result suggests that salamanders experienced more stressful conditions in the low moisture environments.

As expected, terrestrial growth was dependent on moisture in the terrestrial environment. Salamanders in low moisture treatments ate fewer roaches, which resulted in lower mass-specific growth rates. Compensatory growth is often a result of higher foraging or food intake (or earlier onset of feeding) [77,78], thus dry environments that limit food intake may have inhibited compensatory growth. This work is consistent with past field studies suggesting that reduced foraging rates in Desmognathus ochrophaeus are associated with periods of low precipitation and low moisture habitats [79]. Additionally, Rohr and Palmer [80] observed decreased foraging rates in dry moisture treatments in A. barbouri during a one-week laboratory experiment. Although we did not directly measure foraging in our experiment, salamanders had to leave their burrows to reach the roaches, suggesting that salamanders in the low moisture environment spent less time moving. It is possible, however, that salamanders in dry treatments spent an equal time out of the burrow but chose not to feed. Gomez-Mestre and Tejedo [81] found that Bufo calamita in dry environments were also less efficient at catching prey. The prey in our experiment was confined to a small container, so we assume that salamanders in both low and high moisture treatments were equally efficient at catching the prey.

We did not find differences in evaporative water loss, suggesting that small and large salamanders lost water at a similar rate and that our moisture treatments did not result in changes in desiccation resistance. This is contrary to our prediction, as smaller salamanders are expected to have higher rates of water loss per unit area [23]. While studies have found evidence for geographic variation in desiccation resistance indicative of local adaptation based on gradients of environmental moisture e.g., [82,83] it is notable that we did not find evidence for plasticity in resistance to water loss based on our moisture treatments. This result has important implications for the ability of salamanders to respond to changes in environmental moisture. Although the relationship between dehydration and rehydration has been predicted to be reciprocal [27], we did find that salamanders from the low moisture treatment had slightly higher rates of water uptake. Because of their higher osmotic concentration, desiccated animals should rehydrate more quickly. Indeed, we found that salamanders that experienced higher evaporative water loss gained water more quickly. It is possible that salamanders from low moisture treatments, which were chronically dry, reabsorbed water more quickly. If water reuptake is maximized, then salamanders in dry environments should be able to forage for longer periods of time [63]. It is also possible that our water loss trial did not capture small differences in water loss between salamanders due to lack of exposure to differences in humidity or due to course measurements. Additional fine-scale studies of evaporative water loss could provide additional insights.

Overall, our results suggest that the persistence of cross-life stage effects may be context-dependent [4]. Although early life stages may influence performance traits, whether these effects persist beyond life history switch points is complex. In high moisture environments, small salamanders may be more likely to catch up to larger individuals. In low moisture environments, although small salamanders had higher growth rates than large salamanders, depressed growth rates
overall in this treatment indicate that small salamanders will take longer to make up for initial size differences. Additionally, early exposure to high density resulted in elevated CORT release rates, which may aid in compensatory growth later in life especially for smaller salamanders. Additional experiments could further examine the role of elevated CORT early in life on future compensatory growth. Nonetheless, in dry environments the effects of size at metamorphosis are predicted to persist for a longer period than in moist environments, inhibiting the ability of smaller individuals to make up for initial size differences. Persistence of cross-life stage effects will depend on whether individuals can exhibit compensatory growth in diverse environments.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/1424-2818/10/3/68/s1. Figure S1: Plot of mass-specific length by initial length, Table S1: ANCOVA table for evaporative water loss; Table S2: ANCOVA table for rehydration rates.
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